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What is Object First Storage Appliance?
Traditional backup storage comes with compromise, forcing you to 
sacrifice performance for affordability, simplicity for performance, or 
resilience for simplicity. Object First eliminates the need for Veeam 
Backup and Replication (VBR) v12 customers to compromise or 
sacrifice.

Object First’s “OOTBI” stands for out-of-the-box immutability and 
delivers simple, powerful, and affordable backup storage for Veeam 
customers. The solution can be racked, stacked, and powered in 
15-minutes. Ootbi is built on immutable object storage technology 
that is designed and optimized for unbeatable backup and recovery 
performance. Eliminate the need to sacrifice performance and 
simplicity to meet budget constraints with Object First Ootbi.

Object First keeps your exponentially growing unstructured data in 
object storage both on premises and in the cloud

Why Wasabi Makes it Better
Working together, Wasabi and Object First fulfill Veeam’s 3-2-1-1-0 
backup guidance with fast on-premises object storage and economical 
cloud object storage.  Ensure you can recover your data when you need 
it most.  Seamless integration of the joint solution of Veeam Backup 
& Replication v12 with both Object First and Wasabi automates the 
entire backup process and powers Veeam Instant VM Recovery as well 
as moving your backups to the cloud with Wasabi.

• Ensure the fulfilment of 3-2-
1-1-0 backups with fast on-
premises object and hot cloud 
storage 

• Protect data within each 
component of the backup with 
full-stack immutability

• Fast on-site and in the cloud 
backups and backup copies

Comprehensive Immutability 
for Hybrid Infrastructure with 
Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage and 
Object First Storage Appliance  

• Fast and Simple Deployment in: 
15 minutes

• High Performance with speeds 
of 4.0 gigabytes per second

• Cost-effective for unrivaled 
price to performance ratio 
for on-prem and cloud object 
storage
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Today the need for risk-mitigation is more prevalent than ever with the constant threats of ransomware 
attacks.  With Object First, powered by S3 object lock, Ootbi storage buckets are immutable by default and 
synchronize perfectly with Veeam v12 direct-to-object storage configuration powered by the Smart Object 
Storage API. It also provides a hardened operating system with no root or backend access by design and no 
required configuration make it easier than ever to protect your data.

Combining Object First Ootbi with Wasabi’s object lock technology, offers a secure hybrid backup solution 
– one that provides the performance, security and economics necessary to combat the constant threat of 
ransomware.  With Object Lock, your data is immutable at every step of the backup and recovery process, 
from on-prem as well as backups directly stored in the cloud, ensuring highly secure backup data with instant 
availability.

The joint solution delivers affordable on-premise object storage with a reliable and affordable cloud tier. Object 
First complements Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage’s price policy with a solution that’s affordable to jumpstart 
with and scale, on top of it taking up a modest hardware footprint. Both Object First and Wasabi believe in 
predictable , subscription models with no hidden fees, meaning you’ll know what your bill is every single month.

About Wasabi 
Wasabi is a public cloud object storage service that is 1/5th the price of AWS S3 and faster than the 
competition with no fees for egress or API requests. Wasabi provides 11 x 9s of data durability, high system 
availability, and support for immutable storage buckets. Wasabi is fully compatible with the AWS S3 API with 
support for hundreds of S3-compatible storage applications, including Object First, and has been certified for 
compliance with enterprise security and privacy standards.
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ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables 
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex 
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one 
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers 
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.
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